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Abstract

The stability number ��G� for a given graph G is the size of a maximum stable set in
G� The Lov�asz theta number provides an upper bound on ��G� and can be computed in
polynomial time as the optimal value of the Lov�asz semide�nite program� In this paper�
we show that restricting the matrix variable in the Lov�asz semide�nite program to be
rank�one and rank�two� respectively� yields a pair of continuous� nonlinear optimization
problems each having the global optimal value ��G�� We propose heuristics for obtaining
large stable sets in G based on these new formulations and present computational results
indicating the e	ectiveness of the heuristics�
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� Introduction

Let G � �V�E� be a simple� undirected graph� A stable �independent� set S in G is a set
of vertices that are mutually nonadjacent� and the size of S is given by its cardinality jSj�
The stability number of G� denoted by ��G�� is the size of a maximum stable set in G� The
maximum stable set problem� or MSS problem for short� on G is to �nd a maximum stable
set in G� It is well known that the MSS problem on G is equivalent to the minimum vertex
cover problem on G and to the maximum clique problem on the complement graph of G�

The MSS problem is a classical NP�Hard optimization problem which has been studied
extensively� Numerous approaches for solving or approximating the MSS problem have been
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proposed� A survey paper 
	�� by Pardalos and Xue gives a brief overview of progress made
on the maximum clique problem or� equivalently� the MSS problem� The authors describe
several dierent formulations of the MSS problem� a number of exact algorithms �such as
explicit and implicit enumeration�� and a number of heuristic algorithms �such as sequential
greedy approaches� local and random searches� for the MSS problem� Though many of
these algorithms perform well on certain classes of instances� it seems clear that no single
algorithm has demonstrated superiority on all classes of graphs� Hence� new formulations and
algorithms are needed to strengthen our ability to solve or approximate the MSS problem in
general�

An upper bound on the stability number ��G� of a graph G was de�ned and studied
by Lov�asz in 
		� �see also 
�� for further details�� This upper bound is called the Lov�asz
theta number ��G� and can be computed as the optimal value of the following semide�nite
program �SDP�� called the Lov�asz theta SDP�

maxfeTXe � trace�X� � 	� Xij � � � �i� j� � E� X � �g� �	�

where X is a symmetric matrix of size jV j � jV j� the constraint X � � requires that X be
positive semide�nite� and e is the jV j�length column vector of all ones�

In addition to its theoretical value� the upper bound ��G� on the stability number of
G could be practically useful in an implicit enumeration scheme such as branch�and�bound
for solving the MSS problem as long as it can be computed e�ciently� There are� however�
practical di�culties in applying semide�nite programming to the MSS problem� For a graph
having jV j vertices and jEj edges� the number of variables and constraints involved in the
corresponding SDP �	� is on the order of jV j��jEj� Solving such an SDP becomes increasingly
expensive as the size of jV j and jEj increase� For example� for jV j � ��� and jEj � 	� ����
solving �	� via traditional interior�point methods becomes excessively time�consuming and
memory�intensive on today�s computers� �For further details on semide�nite programming
and the classical interior�point algorithms to solve them� we refer the reader to 
	���� Even
though there have been some recent advances in solving �	� for graphs having more than 	����
vertices and 	������ edges using non�traditional approaches �see� for example� 
�� �� �� ����
solving �	� for large�scale instances is still a formidable challenge�

Besides providing a high�quality upper bound on ��G�� can the Lov�asz theta SDP �	� be
utilized in some way to provide a high�quality lower bound on ��G�� More speci�cally� can
�	� be exploited to �nd large stable sets in G� To the best of our knowledge� no methods
to provide such lower bounds have been proposed �though Benson and Ye 
	� have solved an
alternative SDP formulation for the Lov�asz theta number ��G� to generate stable sets in G��

In a recent paper 
��� the authors of the present paper have considered another combina�
torial optimization problem � the Max�Cut problem on G � in a similar context as we now
consider the MSS problem� The SDP relaxation of Max�Cut is well known to provide both a
good upper bound on the maximum cut size as well as the ability to obtain guaranteed high�
quality cuts in G via the Goemans�Williamson randomization scheme �see 
���� The focus of

�� was to develop fast methods for �nding high�quality cuts in G� and so instead of solving
the expensive SDP relaxation for Max�Cut� the authors restricted the rank of the matrix
variable of the relaxation to be at most two and applied a modi�ed Goemans�Williamson
scheme to the �rank�two� problem� They provided strong computational evidence showing
that this rank�two problem produces higher quality cuts in G than the SDP relaxation� while
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taking much less computer time and storage� A disadvantage of the rank�two approach� how�
ever� is that it is a nonconvex relaxation of Max�Cut �unlike the SDP relaxation� and hence
there are many local maxima which cannot be guaranteed to provide an upper bound on the
size of a maximum cut� Nonetheless� 
�� has shown that the rank�two Max�Cut relaxation is
a powerful tool when one wishes to �nd high�quality approximate solutions to the Max�Cut
problem of large size�

Since the strategy of replacing an expensive convex relaxation by an inexpensive noncon�
vex relaxation has worked surprisingly well for approximating the Max�Cut problem� it is
natural to ask whether or not a similar strategy would also work well for the MSS problem�
Hence� in this paper we apply the low�rank restriction strategy to the Lov�asz theta SDP and
study the resulting problems� In particular� we will show that� �i� restricting the matrix
variable X in �	� to be of low rank �more precisely� to be either rank one or two� has a
meaningful correspondence with the MSS problem� �ii� any feasible solution of the low�rank
problems can be used to obtain a stable set in G with size at least as large as the solution�s
continuous objective value� and �iii� local optima of the low�rank problems can be obtained
quickly� taking advantage of graph structure such as sparsity�

This paper is organized as follows� In Section �� we develop and analyze the nonlinear
program formed by restricting the matrix variable X of �	� to be rank one� In particular�
we demonstrate how every feasible solution of this rank�one problem naturally leads to a
stable set in G and also show that the optimal value of the rank�one problem is exactly the
stability number ��G�� In Section �� we show the same results for the problem resulting from
restricting X to be at most rank two� In Section �� we discuss an implementation of several
heuristics based on the rank�one and rank�two formulations of MSS� By comparing their
performance on a large set of benchmark instances� we conclude that the rank�two heuristic
gives better stable sets than the rank�one formulation even though it generally requires more
computation time� In Section �� we conclude with a few �nal remarks�

� The Rank�One Problem

As stated in the introduction� an important upper bound on the stability number ��G� for a
given graph G is the Lov�asz theta number ��G�� It was given by Lov�asz as the optimal value
of the Lov�asz theta SDP�

��G� � max
�
eTXe � trace�X� � 	� Xij � � � �i� j� � E� X � �

�
� ���

The �rank�one� restriction of the above formulation is to require thatX be a rank�one matrix�
that is� to require that X � xxT for some x � �n� Making the substitution X � xxT in the
above formulation yields the following nonlinear program�

�� � max
�
�eTx�� � kxk� � 	� xixj � � � �i� j� � E� x � �n

�
� ���

where k 	 k denotes the Euclidean norm in �n� The goal of this subsection is to establish that
�� � ��G� and to characterize all local maxima of problem ����

Letting F� denote the feasible set of ���� we have the following simple result�

Lemma ��� Given G � �V�E�� the following statements hold�
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�a� if x � F�� then Sx � fi � xi 
� �g is a stable set in G�

�b� if S is a stable set� then FS � fx � �n � kxk � 	� xi � � � i �� Sg � F��

Proof� To prove �a�� assume that x � F�� and let p and q be two arbitrary vertices of Sx�
Since xp 
� � and xq 
� �� we have xpxq 
� �� and since xixj � � for all �i� j� � E� we conclude
that �p� q� �� E� This shows that Sx is a stable set�

To prove �b�� assume that S is a stable set� and let x � FS be given� Since every edge
�i� j� � E has at least one endpoint outside of S� xixj � � for all �i� j� � E� Combining this
with the fact that kxk � 	� we see that x � F��

Given a set S � V � we consider the auxiliary problem

�PS� � max
�
�eTx�� � x � FS

�
�

where FS is de�ned as in Lemma ��	� Observe that the point xS � �n de�ned by

xSi �

� jSj����� if i � S
� � otherwise

is a feasible solution for �PS� with objective value equal to jSj� In fact� the following result
holds�

Lemma ��� The points xS and �xS are global maxima of problem �PS�� each having objec�
tive value jSj� Moreover� these solutions are the only local maxima of �PS��

Proof� We prove the lemma by classifying all local maxima of �PS�� It is easy to see that
x is not a local maximum if �eTx�� � �� and so we assume that eTx 
� �� Considering the
�rst�order necessary conditions for �PS� and noting that the regularity condition holds at
x 
� �� we see that any local maximum of �PS� must satisfy the equations eTx � �xi for all
i � S and for some � � �� Since eTx 
� �� we conclude that � 
� �� and so xi � eTx�� for
all i � S� In other words� xi is constant over all i � S� The constraint kxk � 	 thus implies
that either xi � jSj���� or xi � �jSj���� for all i � S� hence completing the proof�

We are now ready to state the main result for the rank�one problem ����

Theorem ��� A point x � F� is a local maximum of �	� if and only if x � xS for some
maximal stable set S � V � in which case the objective value of x is exactly jSj�
Proof� Assume �rst that x � F� is a local maximum of ��� and let S � Sx� By Lemma ��	� S
is a stable set� and the feasible region FS of �PS� is contained in F�� Since x is clearly in FS �
it follows that x is also a local maxima of �PS�� By Lemma ���� it follows that x � xS and
that the objective value of x is equal to jSj� To show that S is a maximal stable set� assume
for contradiction that there exists a stable set �S � V which properly contains S� Clearly
x � FS � F �S � from which it follows that x is also a local maximum of �P �S�� By Lemma ����

this implies that the objective value of x is j �Sj� which contradicts the earlier conclusion that
the objective value of x is jSj since jSj � j �Sj� We have thus proved the �only if� part of the
theorem�
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Assume now that x � xS for some maximal stable set S� Since xi 
� � for all i � S�
there exists a neighborhood Nx � �n of x such that every y � Nx satis�es yi 
� � for all
i � S� Hence� for every y � Nx� the set Sy contains S� Now let y be an arbitrary point in
Nx � F�� Since S is a maximal stable set contained in Sy � which in turn is a stable set by
Lemma ��	� it follows that Sy � S� Hence� Nx � F� � FS � By Lemma ���� this implies that
the objective value of any point y � Nx � F� is at most jSj� Since the objective value of x is
exactly jSj� we conclude that x is a local maxima of ����

As an immediate consequence of the above theorem� we can now state a characterization
of the global maxima of problem ����

Theorem ��� A point x � F� is a global maximum of �	� if and only if x � xS for some
maximum stable set S � V � Moreover� the optimal value �� of �	� is equal to ��G��

Proof� Clearly� the set of global maxima is nonempty since F� is compact� Moreover� the
set of global maxima consists of those local maxima which have the largest possible objective
function value� By Theorem ���� this largest possible value is ��G�� and hence the set of
global maxima consists of exactly those points of the form xS � where S is a maximum
stable set�

� The Rank�Two Problem

In this section we consider a �rank�two� formulation of MSS obtained by restricting the rank
of the matrix variable X of the Lov�asz theta SDP ��� to be at most two� i�e�� we require that
X equal xxT � yyT for some x� y � �n� Note that the rank�one formulation of the previous
section can be obtained from the rank�two formulation by setting y to be a multiple of x�
A surprising result which we will show in this section is that the optimal values of the two
formulations are equal even though the feasible region of the rank�two problem is strictly
larger than that of the rank�one problem� Moreover� we will show how global maxima for the
rank�two problem yield maximum stable sets of G� and we will give a partial classi�cation of
the local maxima of the rank�two problem�

Making the substitution X � xxT � yyT in the SDP problem ���� we obtain the following
rank�two problem�

�� � max
�
�eTx�� � �eTy�� � kxk� � kyk� � 	� xixj � yiyj � � � �i� j� � E

�
� ���

where x� y � �n� An alternative form of the above problem is

�� � max

��
�
�����

nX
i��

zi

�����
�

�
nX
i��

kzik� � 	� �zi�Tzj � � � �i� j� � E

�	

 � ���

where

zi � �xi� yi�
T � ��� i � 	� � � � � n�

The formulation ��� highlights the fact that the rank�two problem has n vector variables in
�� � one for each node in the graph� �Recall that the rank�one problem has a scalar variable

�
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for each node�� In the sequel� we will use �x� y� and �z�� 	 	 	 � zn� interchangeably to denote
the variable of the rank�two problem�

It is interesting to note that the level sets of problem ��� are rotationally invariant in the
sense that� if �z�� 	 	 	 � zn� is feasible� then so is �Qz�� 	 	 	 � Qzn� for any orthogonal matrix
Q � ����� and moreover the objective value is unchanged� Hence� the problem does not have
any strict local maxima �or minima�� Later in this section� we will establish results which
show that any non�global local maximum can be shifted to some saddle point having the
same objective value from which we may further increase the objective function�

��� Global maxima of the rank�two formulation

The main goal of this subsection is to establish that �� � �� � ��G� and to characterize the
global maxima of problem ���� For convenience� we let f�x� y� and F� denote the objective
function and set of feasible solutions of ���� respectively�

We �rst explain how a feasible point �x� y� � F� can be used to generate a stable set in
G� We �rst de�ne

V� � V��x� y� � fi � V � xi � yi � �g � fi � V � zi � �g� � �

We will adopt the convention that t�� � �� for every nonzero number t � �� irrespective
of whether it is positive or negative� We can then de�ne

	i � xi�yi � ������� � i 
� V��

Now let �G � ��V � �E� denote the subgraph induced by the vertex set V nV�� that is� �V � V nV�
and �E � E � � �V � �V �� Lemma ��	 below shows that �G has a bipartite structure�

Recall that a graph !G � �!V � !E� is bipartite if there exists a pair of disjoint subsets !V�
and !V� of !V such that !V � !V� � !V� and every edge of !G has exactly one endpoint in !V�� In
such a case we refer to � !V�� !V�� as a bipartition of !G�

Lemma ��� Let �x� y� � F� be given� and let V� � V��x� y�� Let �G � ��V � �E� denote the
subgraph induced by the vertex set �V � V n V�� Then �G is a bipartite graph �hence any of its
connected components is also bipartite� with bipartition � �V�� �V��� where

�V� � fi � �V � 	i � �����g and �V� � fi � �V � 	i � ���� ��g�

Proof� The identity �V � �V� � �V� is obvious� Now� let �i� j� � �E� or equivalently �i� j� � E

with both i� j � �V � be given� Since �x� y� � F�� we have xixj � yiyj � �� which clearly
implies that 	i � ��	��	j� From this identity we immediately conclude that exactly one of
the endpoints of �i� j� is in �V�� Hence the lemma follows�

It is easy to verify that �V� and �V� can be equivalently de�ned as�

�V� � fi � �V � yi � � or xiyi 
 �g and �V� � fi � �V � xi � � or xiyi � �g�

We now describe how a stable set can be constructed from the graph �G � ��V � �E� which
is induced by an arbitrary solution �x� y� � F�� By the above lemma� the subgraph �G is
bipartite� The following proposition contains straightforward observations�
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Proposition ��� Let the bipartite graph �G be induced by �x� y� � �z�� 	 	 	 � zn� � F�� Let
�Gk � ��Vk� �Ek�� k � 	� � � � � p� be the connected components of �G� and �Ak� Bk� be the bipar�
tition of �Gk such that ak � jAkj � jBkj � bk� where by convention Bk � � whenever �Gk

consists of only one vertex� Then�

�i� the set A � �pk��Ak is a maximal stable set in �G of size a � jAj � a� � � � �� ap�

�ii� other maximal stable sets in �G of the same size can be obtained by interchanging Ak

and Bk whenever ak � bk�

�iii� for all i � Ak and j � Bk� z
i � zj� hence all vectors zi for i � Ak are colinear� and all

vectors zj for j � Bk are colinear�

In what follows we will refer to a stable set A obtained according to the above proposition as a
stable set induced by the solution �x� y�� The following result gives an important relationship
between a feasible solution of problem ��� and its induced stable set�

Proposition ��� Let �x� y� � �z�� 	 	 	 � zn� � F� be given and let A denote a stable set
induced by �x� y�� Then the objective value of �
� at �x� y� is bounded by the size of A� that
is� f�x� y� � jAj� Moreover� the equality f�x� y� � jAj holds if and only if there exists w � ��

of unit�length such that� for k � 	� �� 	 	 	 � p�
zi � w�

p
a� zj � �� � i � Ak� � j � Bk � if ak 
 bk� ���

zi � zj � w�
p
a� � i � Ak� � j � Bk � if ak � bk� ���

The proof of the above result is somewhat lengthy� so we will leave it until Section ����
We now state the main result of this subsection�

Theorem ��� For any graph G� the optimal value of problem �
� is exactly the stability
number of G� i�e�� �� � ��G��

Proof� First observe that ��� has an optimal solution since its feasible region is a compact
set� Moreover� since ��� is a relaxation of ���� its optimal value �� satis�es �� � ��G��

Now let �x�� y�� be an optimal solution of ��� and let A be a stable set induced by
�x�� y��� Then� by Proposition ���� we have �� � f�x�� y�� � jAj � ��G�� Hence� it follows
that �� � f�x�� y�� � jAj � ��G��

��� Local maxima of the rank�two formulation

In this subsection� we study the local maxima of the rank�two formulation ���� Unlike the
results obtained in Theorem ��� for the rank�one problem� the results here only provide a
partial characterization for local maxima of the rank�two problem� We show� however� that
in a certain sense the rank�two problem has many fewer local maxima than the rank�one
problem does� In particular� we show that for every maximal stable set S in G� there is an
easily computable� �canonical� feasible point �x� y� for the rank�two problem such that S is
induced by �x� y�� the objective value at �x� y� is jSj� and yet �x� y� is not a local maximum
of the rank�two problem� This is in direct contrast with the rank�one problem where the
canonical solutions xS associated with S are necessarily local maxima�

�
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As with the rank�one problem� the analysis of the local maxima of the rank�two problem
��� depends heavily on the properties of a certain auxiliary problem associated with every
feasible point �x� y� � F�� More precisely� let �x� y� � F�� and de�ne V� and �Ak� Bk� for
k � 	� � � � � p as in Proposition ���� Then the auxiliary problem under consideration is given
by ��� below� which in the sequel we will refer to as �PV���

max
zi���

��Pn
i�� z

i
���

s�t�
Pn

i�� kzik� � 	� zi � �� i � V�� ���

zi � zj � � �i� j� � Ak �Bk � k � 	� � � � � p�

Proposition ��� Problem �PV�� has no local maxima other than its global maxima� at which
the objective value is jAj � j �pk�� Akj�

We again defer the proof of this result until later �this time Appendix A� because it is
long and technically involved� We are now ready to state the main theorem of this subsection�

Theorem ��� Let �x� y� � F�� and let V� and �Ak � Bk� for k � 	� � � � � p be de�ned as in
Proposition 	��� Let A be a stable set induced by �x� y�� If �x� y� is a local maximum of �
��
then �x� y� is a global maximum of �PV��� in which case the objective value at �x� y� is jAj�
Proof� If �x� y� � F� is a local maximum of ���� then it is straightforward to see that �x� y�
is a local maximum of �PV��� in which case Proposition ��� implies that �x� y� is a global
maximum of �PV�� with objective value jAj � Pp

k�� ak� Since the objective functions of
�PV�� and ��� coincide at �x� y�� we conclude that f�x� y� � jAj�

We next show that the converse of Theorem �� does not hold� That is� the global maxima
of �PV�� are not necessarily local maxima of ���� which is in contrast with the �if and only if�
characterization for the local maxima of the rank�one problem given in Theorem ���� Before
we proceed� however� we state a result which gives conditions under which a point �x� y� � F�

is not a local maximum�

Lemma ��	 Let �x�� y��� �x�� y�� � F�� and suppose that

�x�i � y
�
i � � ��iw

�� � i � 	� � � � � n� �	��

�x�i � y
�
i � � ��i w

�� � i � 	� � � � � n� �		�

for some ��i � �
�
i � �� i � 	� � � � � n� and some perpendicular� unit vectors w�� w� � ��� In

addition� let f� � f�x�� y�� and f� � f�x�� y��� Then there exists a feasible path in F� from
�x�� y�� to �x�� y�� along which the objective function f�x� y� is strictly monotonic if f� 
� f�

or is constant if f� � f��

Proof� For each t � 
�� 	�� de�ne ��t� � 
�	� t�� � t������ and

�xt� yt� � ��t�
�
�	� t��x�� y�� � t�x�� y��

�
� �	��

We will show that the point �xt� yt� is feasible with respect to ��� with objective value

f�xt� yt� � f t � ��t��
�
�	� t��f� � t�f�

�
�

�
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from which the result of the lemma clearly follows�
To show that �xt� yt� is feasible� we �rst verify that k�xt� yt�k � 	� This follows directly

from �	�� and the following equalities�

k�xt� yt�k� � ��t��k�	� t��x�� y�� � t�x�� y��k�
� ��t��

�
�	� t��k�x�� y��k� � t�k�x�� y��k��

� ��t��
�
�	� t�� � t�

�
� 	�

Note that the �rst equality above follows from �	��� �		� and the orthogonality of w� and w�

and that the second equality follows from the feasibility of �x�� y�� and �x�� y��� Next� we show
that �xt� yt� satis�es the constraints xtix

t
j � ytiy

t
j � � for all �i� j� � E� Letting zti � �xti� y

t
i�

for all i � 	� � � � � n� the aforementioned constraint can be expressed as

zti
�T

ztj � �� From
�	�� and the de�nition of zti� it is then easy to see that


zti
�T

ztj � ��t��
h
�	� t��


z�i
�T

z�j � �	� t�t
h
z�i
�T

z�j �

z�i
�T

z�j
i
� t�


z�i
�T

z�j
i
�

where z�i and z�i are analogous to zti for i � 	� � � � � n� Noting that

z�i
�T

z�j �

z�i
�T

z�j � �

due to the feasibility of �x�� y�� and �x�� y�� and that

z�i
�T

z�j �

z�i
�T

z�j � � due to �	���

�		�� and the orthogonality of w� and w�� we conclude that

zti
�T

ztj � �� as desired� Hence�
�xt� yt� � F��

We now compute the objective value f t at �xt� yt�� Since f t � kPn
i�� z

tik�� it follows
from �	��� the orthogonality of

Pn
i�� z

�i and
Pn

i�� z
�i �due to the orthogonality of w� and

w�� and the de�nition of the objective values f� and f� that

f t � ��t��

������	� t�
nX
i��

z�i � t

nX
i��

z�i

�����
�

� ��t��

�
��	� t��

�����
nX
i��

z�i

�����
�

� t�

�����
nX
i��

z�i

�����
�
�
�

� ��t��
�
�	� t��f� � t�f�

�
�

which completes the proof�

The following proposition implies that a global maximum of �PV�� �where� in the context
of the proposition� V� � V n S� is not necessarily a local maximum of the rank�two problem�
hence the converse of Theorem �� does not hold�

Proposition ��
 Let S be a stable set in G� and for any w � �� with unit length� de�ne

�xi� yi� �
	pjSjw � i � S�

�xi� yi� � � � i 
� S�

Then �x� y� � F�� f�x� y� � jSj and S is induced by �x� y�� If� in addition� S is not a
maximum stable set� then �x� y� is not a local maximum�

�
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Proof� Let the suggested solution �x� y� be called the canonical solution associated with
�S�w�� It is easy to show that the �rst three conclusions of the proposition hold� The �nal
statement can be shown as follows� Assume S is not maximum� and let S� be a maximum
stable set of G� Then Lemma ��� shows that there is a strictly increasing� feasible path
between the canonical solution associated with �S�w� and the canonical solution associated
with �S�� w��� where w� is orthogonal to w� Hence� �x� y� is not a local maximum�

It is worthwhile to contrast the results obtained for the local maxima of the rank�two
problem with those obtained for the rank�one problem� In the rank�one case� we consider an
auxiliary problem �PS� associated with a feasible solution x � F�� where S � fi � xi 
� �g� and
show that x is a local maximum of the rank�one problem ��� if and only if S is a maximal stable
set and x is a global maximum of �PS�� In the rank�two case� we also consider an auxiliary
problem �PV�� associated with a feasible solution �x� y� � F�� where V� � fi � xi � yi � �g�
but are only able to show that �x� y� is a global solution of �PV�� if �x� y� is a local maximum
of the rank�two problem ���� Moreover� we give an example in Appendix B showing that the
local maximality of a point �x� y� � F� has little to do with the maximality of the stable set
induced by �x� y��

On the surface� the above properties seem to be disadvantages of the rank�two formulation�
since one would expect that �nding a local maximum of ��� should correspond to �nding a
maximal stable set� However� Proposition ��� shows a signi�cant advantage of the rank�two
problem over the rank�one problem� In the rank�one problem� if one obtains a local maximum�
then the associated stable set S is maximal� but one is �stuck� at the local maximum� In the
rank�two problem� on the other hand� if one obtains a local maximum� the associated stable
set S may or may not be maximal� but in either case one can easily move to a canonical
feasible solution associated with S with the same objective value jSj� From this canonical
solution which is not a local maximum� it is possible to �escape� to a higher local maximum
corresponding to a larger stable set� Indeed� when this feature of the rank�two problem is
exploited algorithmically� it allows us to �nd considerably larger stable sets than does the
rank�one problem� as will be demonstrated in the computational results of the next section�

��� Extension to higher ranks�

Before closing our discussion of the rank�two problem� we address a question that arises
naturally after we see the results for rank�one and rank�two problems� Is the optimal value
of the rank�three problem � for variables x� y� z � �n�

maximize �eTx�� � �eT y�� � �eTz��

subject to kxk� � kyk� � kzk� � 	 �	��

xixj � yiyj � zizj � �� � �i� j� � E

also equal to ��G�� Although the answer may be �yes� for special classes of graphs �e�g��
perfect graphs�� the general answer is �no�� as the following example demonstrates� Let

G � �V�E� � �f	� �� �� �� �g� f�	� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� 	�g�
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be the pentagon graph� It is then straightforward to verify that the point

x � �	��� �� 	��� 	��� ��

y � ��� 	��� �� 	��� 	���

z � ��� �� 	��� �	��� 	���

is feasible for the rank�three problem with objective value ��� which is greater than � � the
stability number ��G� of the pentagon graph�

��� Proof of Proposition ���

In this subsection� we provide the proof for Proposition ���� We �rst prove a technical lemma�

Lemma ��� Let V� be de�ned as in ��� �PV�� be de�ned as in ���� and �Ak� Bk�� �ak� bk�
for k � 	� � � � � p be de�ned as in Proposition 	��� Then the global maximum value of �PV�� is
bounded above by a �Pp

k�� ak� Moreover� a feasible solution �z�� � � � � zn� of �PV�� is a global
maximum if and only if there exist pairs of vectors �zak� zbk� � �� ���� k � 	� � � � � p� and a
vector w � �� of unit�length such that the following conditions hold for all k � 	� � � � � p�

zak � zbk � w�
p
a� �	��

ak 
 bk �� zbk � �� �	��

zi �

�
zak� � i � Ak �

zbk � � i � Bk �
�	 �

Furthermore� ���� together with feasibility� implies that for all k � 	� � � � � p�

zak � zbk� �	��

Proof� Let �z�� � � � � zn� be an arbitrary feasible solution of ��� and let zi � �xi� yi� for all
i � 	� � � � � n� We de�ne the following quantities for all k � 	� � � � � p�

uk �
X
i�Ak

zi� vk �
X
i�Bk

zi� �	��

ak �
X
i�Ak

kzik�� bk �
X
i�Bk

kzik�� k � ak � bk � �	��

Using the feasibility of �z�� � � � � zn� and the above identities� it is easy to see that uk � vk

for every k � 	� � � � � p� and
Pp

k�� k � 	� Furthermore�

kukk� �
������
X
i�Ak

zi

������
�

�

�
�X

i�Ak

xi

�
A

�

�

�
�X

i�Ak

yi

�
A

�

� jAkj
�
�X

i�Ak

�x�i � y�i �

�
A �

that is�

kukk� � ak
X
i�Ak

kzik� � ak ak� ����

		



where the equality holds if and only if the �rst equation in �	 � holds� Similarly� we can show
that

kvkk� � bk
X
i�Bk

kzik� � bk bk � ��	�

where the equality holds if and only if the second equation in �	 � holds� Using the fact that
zi � � for all i � V�� the relations �	��� the triangle inequality for norms and the Pythagorean
identity� we obtain�����

nX
i��

zi

�����
�

�

�����
pX

k��

�uk � vk�

�����
�

�
�

pX
k��

kuk � vkk
��

�

�
pX

k��

q
kukk� � kvkk�

��

� ����

where the equality holds if and only if all uk � vk are nonnegative multiples of a �xed vector
of unit�length� say� w� i�e��

uk � vk � �kw� ����

Using relation �	�� and the two inequalities ���� and ��	�� we obtain�
pX

k��

q
kukk� � kvkk�

��

�
�

pX
k��

p
ak ak � bk bk

��

� ����

where� as mentioned above� the equality holds if and only if �	 � holds� which implies �	��
given the feasibility of �z�� 	 	 	 � zn�� Next� using the fact that ak � bk for all k � 	� � � � � p� we
obtain �

pX
k��

p
ak ak � bk bk

��

�
�

pX
k��

p
ak k

��

� ����

where the equality holds if and only if �	�� holds� Finally� using the Cauchy�Schwarz inequal�
ity and the fact that

Pp
k�� k � 	� we obtain

�
pX

k��

p
ak k

��

�
�

pX
k��

ak

��
pX

k��

k

�
� a� �� �

where the equality holds if and only if ak�k is constant over k � 	� � � � � p� In this case� sincePp
k�� k � 	� we must have

k � ak�a� k � 	� 	 	 	 � p� ����

Combining the inequality ���� with ����"�� �� we have thus shown that the objective value
of any feasible solution of ��� is bounded above by a and that the upper bound a is attained
if and only if all these inequalities hold as equalities� i�e�� if and only if ����� �	 �� �	�� and
���� hold�

We now show that under �	�� and �	 � �hence �	�� by feasibility�� the relations ���� and
���� hold if and only if �	�� holds� therefore� the upper bound a is attained if and only if

	�



�	��"�	 � hold� It is easy to verify that when �	�� and �	 � hold� then �	�� implies ����� and
also ���� using the de�nitions �	�� and �	��� Now assume that �	��� �	 �� ���� and ���� hold�
First note from ���� and �	 � that for k � 	� � � � � p�

�k w � uk � vk � ak z
ak � bk z

bk � ak �z
ak � zbk��

Hence zak � zbk � ��k�ak�w� Now we only need to show that

�k
ak
� 	p

a
or ��k �

a�k
a
�

Using �	��� �	 �� �	��� ���� and the de�nitions �	�� and �	��� we have

��k � kuk � vkk� � kak zak � bk z
bkk� � ak

�
akkzakk� � bkkzbkk�

�

� ak

�
�X

i�Ak

kzik� �
X
i�Bk

kzik�
�
A � ak�ak � bk� � akk � a�k�a�

This completes the proof�

Now we are ready to prove Proposition ����

Proof� Let V� and �Ak� Bk�� k � 	� � � � � p� be the sets associated with the solution �x� y� �
�z�� � � � � zn� as de�ned in � � and in Proposition ���� The feasibility of �z�� 	 	 	 � zn� with
respect to the rank�two problem ��� clearly implies its feasibility with respect to the auxiliary
problem ���� The conclusion of the proposition now follows immediately from Lemma ����

� Computational Results

In this section� we describe our computational experiences with the rank�one and rank�two
formulations of the maximum stable set problem� Since the rank�one problem ��� can be
seen as a restriction of the rank�two problem ��� in which the variable y is set to zero� our
discussion of algorithmic techniques focuses on ���� from which direct applications to ���
are immediately available� In particular� we discuss an augmented Lagrangian method for
obtaining a stationary point of ��� as well as a technique for extracting stable sets of G from
points which are �nearly feasible� for ���� Such a technique is necessary since an augmented
Lagrangian algorithm will only produce a feasible point in the limit and since the theoretical
discussion of Section � has only described how to obtain a stable set of G from a feasible
solution� We conclude the section with a comparison of three algorithms �one for the rank�
one problem and two for the rank�two problem� on a large set of benchmark instances� and
we then discuss the relative advantages and disadvantages of each algorithm�

��� The augmented Lagrangian algorithm

Since the edge constraints of the rank�two problem ��� are di�cult to handle� we employ the
standard technique of placing these constraints into the objective function via the augmented
Lagrangian function� The unit�norm constraint� on the other hand� is easy to handle by a
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simple scaling� The augmented Lagrangian method we will consider is based on the following
maximization for �xed Lagrangian multipliers � � ��ij��i�j��E and �xed penalty parameter
� 
 ��

maximize �eTx�� � �eTy�� �
X

�i�j��E

�
�ij � �

�
�xixj � yiyj�

�
�xixj � yiyj�

subject to kxk� � kyk� � 	� ����

Indeed� our algorithm to obtain a stationary point of ��� proceeds as follows �see 
	�� for a
description of the standard method of multipliers��

�� Set �� � �� �� � 	��� v� ��� and k � 	�

	� Solve ���� with � � �k and � � �k� obtaining �xk� yk�� Set v �
P

�i�j��E�x
k
i x

k
j �yki y

k
j �

��

�� If v � ���� vk��� then set �k	�ij � �kij � �k�xki x
k
j � yki y

k
j � for all �i� j� � E� �k	� � �k�

and vk	� � v� Otherwise� set �k	� � �k� �k	� � 	� �k� and vk	� � vk�

�� Set k � k � 	 and go to step 	�

Theory dictates that the augmented Lagrangian algorithm will converge to a stationary point
of ���� though in practice one would expect convergence to a local maximum� Indeed� we
always observe that the algorithm converges to a point �#x� #y� which� in accordance with
Theorem �� � has integer objective value� In fact� it is usually possible to determine the
stable set A induced by �#x� #y� long before the algorithm actually converges to �#x� #y� �see the
next subsection�� and in such a situation� a good stopping criterion for the algorithm is a few
decimals of agreement between jAj and f�xk� yk�� where �xk� yk� represents an intermediate
iterate of the algorithm�

A very important aspect of the algorithm proposed above is the procedure to solve �����
We �rst note that the single constraint kxk� � kyk� � 	 is easy to enforce by removing the
constraint all together and compensating in the objective function via multiplication by the
factor �kxk� � kyk����� Hence� ���� is essentially an unconstrained minimization� and for
this� we have implemented a �rst�order limited�memory BFGS algorithm which uses a strong
Wolfe�Powell line search� Our choice of using a �rst�order approach is motivated by the fact
that we do not need highly accurate local solutions of ��� �see the next subsection�� that
the function and gradient evaluations of the augmented Lagrangian are very fast especially
when jEj is small� and that the computation of the Hessian is very expensive relative to the
computation of the gradient�

��� Extracting stable sets from approximately feasible solutions

By the very nature of the augmented Lagrangian algorithm� a feasible point of ��� will never
be readily available� Instead� each point obtained by the algorithm will be approximately
feasible� in particular� some or all of the edge constraints will be violated� Of course� as the
algorithm progresses� the amount of infeasibility will decrease� but this infeasibility nonethe�
less complicates the computation of the stable set induced by �x� y� since our de�nition of
the bipartite graph �G � ��V � �E� in Section � requires �x� y� � F��
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So we wish to de�ne an analog �G� of �G which takes into account the �epsilon� infeasibility
of a given point �x� y�� First� we de�ne

� � max
�i�j��E

jxixj � yiyj j

so that � is a measure of the largest constraint violation� �Recall that the augmented La�
grangian algorithm will always maintain the unit�norm constraint of ����� Next� we de�ne

V��x� y� �
n
i � xiyi � �� max�jxij� jyij� � ����

o
�
n
i � xiyi 
� �� min�jxij� jyij� � ����

o
�

Note that when � � �� i�e�� when �x� y� � F�� the de�nition of V� matches the usual de�nition
of V�� Finally� we de�ne �V� � V n V� and �G� to be the graph induced by the vertex set �V��
that is� �G� � ��V�� E � � �V� � �V���� We have the following proposition�

Proposition ��� The graph �G� is bipartite for all � � ��

Proof� The case when � � � follows as a result of Lemma ��	 and the discussion prior to
this proposition� So we assume � 
 ��

Note that 	i is well�de�ned for all i � �V� since each i having xi � yi � � is contained in
V�� Hence� we de�ne �V� � fi � �V� � 	i � �����g and �V� � fi � �V� � 	i � ���� ��g� We claim
that � �V�� �V�� is a bipartition of �G��

We prove the claim by showing that �V� and �V� �by symmetry� are stable sets� So let
i� j � �V�� we will show that �i� j� 
� E� Using that 	i� 	j � ������ it is straightforward to see
that jxixj � yiyj j � jxijjxj j� jyijjyjj� Suppose �rst that xiyi 
� � and xjyj 
� �� Then by the
comment above and the de�nition of V��x� y�� we have

jxixj � yiyj j � jxijjxj j� jyijjyj j � ���� 	 ���� � ���� 	 ���� � �� 
 ��

Since � is the largest edge constraint violation� we conclude that �i� j� 
� E� Now suppose
that either yi � � or yj � �� �Note that xi 
� � and xj 
� � due to the de�nitions of �V�� 	i
and 	j �� By the de�nition of V��x� y�� we have

jxixj � yiyj j � jxijjxjj 
 �������� � ��

As before� we conclude that �i� j� 
� E� This completes the proof that �V� is a stable set and
hence that �G� is bipartite�

Since the graph �G� is bipartite and since it is exactly �G when �x� y� is feasible� we can
easily generalize the notion of an induced stable to an ��infeasible point �x� y� via use of
�G�� In fact� we use this process of extracting a large stable set from �G� within the heuristic
presented in the next subsection�

��� Comparison of three heuristics

In this subsection� we present a generic heuristic for �nding large stable sets in G based on
the ideas of the previous two subsections� that is� we combine the augmented Lagrangian
algorithm to �nd a stationary point of ��� or ��� with the technique of extracting stable sets
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from approximately feasible solutions� After stating the generic heuristic� we then present
computational results comparing three speci�c realizations of the heuristic and discuss the
relative advantages and disadvantages of each�

The heuristic we present is motivated by Theorem �� and Proposition ��� for the rank�
two problem ���� Although the augmented Lagrangian method is only guaranteed to produce
a stationary point of ���� it is reasonable to expect in practice that it will most likely produce
a stationary point �#x� #y� at which f�#x� #y� � j #Aj� where #A is a stable set induced by �#x� #y��
Such stationary points may or may not be local maxima �for example� it could be a canonical
solution associated with #A�� As the method converges to �#x� #y�� it is likely that the extraction
procedure of the previous subsection applied to an infeasible point �x� y� close to �#x� #y� will
produce exactly #A� Since our overall purpose is to �nd a large stable set rather than to obtain
an exact local maximum of ���� it is reasonable to terminate the augmented Lagrangian
method once the objective function value becomes close to the size of the stable set produced
by the extraction procedure�

Once the augmented Lagrangian method has terminated with a large stable set #S� it may
be possible to improve upon #S by using ideas from Proposition ���� In particular� Proposition
��� shows that there is a collection of easily computable canonical solutions associated with
#S which have objective value j #Sj but which are not local maxima of ���� Restarting the
augmented Lagrangian method at or near one of these points may allow the method to
�escape� from the stable set #S to another stable set of a larger size�

We propose the following heuristic based on the above ideas�

Maximum Stable Set Heuristic�

Input� G � �V�E�� r � f	� �g� K � 	� #S � �
Output� #S
For k � 	� � � � � K

	� Begin the augmented Lagrangian algorithm on the rank�r problem�
If k � 	� initialize with a random starting point� � � � and � � 	�
If k 
 	� initialize with a slight perturbation of a canonical solution of #S�
the current � and � � 	�

�� As the algorithm runs� extract a stable set S every so often� and terminate
the algorithm when the Lagrangian function value agrees with jSj through
the �rst two decimal places�

�� If jSj 
 j #Sj� set #S � S�
End

We remark that the heuristic applies to both the rank�one and rank�two cases but that the
technique of escaping from a stable set #S is not grounded in theory for the rank�one case�
Hence� we suggest that the one should takeK � 	 in the rank�one case� We also comment that
there is no theory guaranteeing that an �escape� would always be achievable for the rank�two
problem� In fact� although �escapes� were often observed in our experiments� sometimes the
algorithm did fail to escape from a non�maximum stable set�

We implemented the above heuristic in an ANSI C code which we call �Max�AO� and
have tested it on an SGI Origin���� with sixteen ���MHz R	���� processors at Rice Uni�
versity� although we note that Max�AO utilizes only one processor� In order to test the
dierence between the rank�one and rank�two formulations and to establish the eectiveness

	 



of the �escaping� procedure� we tested three realizations of the heuristic� In particular� we
investigated the heuristics arising from the choice of �	� 	�� ��� 	� and ��� �� for the parameters
�r�K�� We refer to the resulting heuristics as h		� h�	 and h��� respectively�

We ran all three heuristics on a set of  � graphs obtained from the Center for Discrete
Mathematics and Theoretical Computer Science �DIMACS� 
 �� These graphs were used as
test instances for the maximum clique problem in the Second DIMACS Implementation Chal�
lenge� Since the maximum clique problem on a graph is the MSS problem on the complement
graph� we actually run Max�AO on the complements of the  � graphs�

Since each run of Max�AO is randomized� we have run h		� h�	 and h�� ten times each on
all  � graphs� In Tables 	 and �� we report the results of these experiments� Each table has
thirteen columns which are divided into four groups� The �rst group contains information
about the test graphs including the name of the graph� the number of vertices and edges�
and the value of � � ��G� for the graph� Note that � is reported as �	 if the exact value is
not known� The next group of columns gives the size of the largest stable set found by each
of the three heuristics over all ten runs� The third group of columns gives the average size
�rounded to the nearest integer� of the stable sets found by each heuristic over the ten runs�
and the �nal set of columns gives the average time �in seconds� for each of the heuristics over
the ten runs�

A few comments regarding the data in the tables are in order� First and foremost� the
data shows that each heuristic is capable of �nding large stable sets in a short amount of
time� Second� the �average size� column shows that� on average� h�	 �nds better stable sets
than h		� which indicates that the rank�two formulation is more useful than the rank�one
formulation� and that h�� �nds better stable sets than h�	� which indicates that the escaping
procedure works well� Third� even though the ranking of the heuristics in terms of quality of
solutions is h		 �good�� h�	 �better� and h�� �best�� the average times show that h�� is the
most expensive and h		 is the least expensive� Hence� the data demonstrates the standard
trade�o between quality of solution and computation time�

Regarding the �max overall� column� we see that h		 found the maximum stable set ��
times out of the �� instances for which the exact value of � is known� Thus� h		 found a
maximum stable set ��$ of the time� The percentages for h�	 and h�� are  �$ and ��$�
respectively� From a general perspective� then� we see that the heuristics are highly eective
in �nding large stable sets� although there is much room for improvement on some graphs �
for example� the �brock� instances�

Since there are many varied techniques for the maximum stable set problem �or equiva�
lently� the maximum clique problem� a direct comparison of the heuristics introduced in this
paper with other heuristics is not readily available� Instead� we adopt a strategy employed
by the Second DIMACS Implementation Challenge which is to provide machine timings of
a particular computer algorithm on �ve dierent instances of increasing size� Table � lists
the results for the SGI Origin���� upon which our code has been run� The purpose of this
information is to give a rough estimation of the dierences in processor speed over several
computers� �Please see 
 � for more information and 
	�� for other heuristics which use the
same technique for comparison��

We do� however� believe that it is worth mentioning that the quality of the stable sets
produced by our heuristics compares favorably with those of the heuristics found in 
	��� For
example� the code developed by Balas and Niehaus� which �nds large stable sets using the

	�



graph max overall average size average time

name jV j jEj � h�� h� h� h�� h� h� h�� h� h�
MANN�a
�co �� � �� �� �� �� �� �� �� � � �
MANN�a��co ��� �� �� ��� �� �� ��� �� �� � � �
MANN�a���co ���� �
�� ��� �� �� ��� �� �� ���   �
�
brock�����co �� ���� � � � � � � � �  ��
brock����co �� ���� � �� �� �� �� �� �� � � ��
brock�����co �� ��� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �  ��
brock�����co �� ���� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� � � �
brock������co ��� ���� �  � �  � �  � ��
brock�����co ��� ���� 
 � � � � � �  �� ��
brock������co ��� ���
 �� � � �  � �  �� ��
brock������co ��� ���� �� � � � � � �  �� ��
brock������co ��� ���
� � � � � �
 � � � ��� �
�
brock�����co ��� ������ � � � � �
 �
 � �� ��� ���
brock������co ��� ���� � �
 � � �
 � � �� 
 ���
brock������co ��� ���
�� � �� � � �� � � �� �� ���
c�fat�����co �� ����� � � � � � � � � � �
c�fat����co �� ����� � � � � � � � � � ��
c�fat�����co �� ���� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� � � 

c�fat������co ��� ��
� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� � �� ��
c�fat�����co ��� ������ � � � � � � � � �� ��
c�fat������co ��� �����
 �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �  ��
c�fat�������co ��� ���� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� � �� ��
hamming���co �� �
 � � � � �� � � � � �
hamming����co �� ��� � � � � � � � � � �
hamming���co �� ��� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� � � �
hamming����co �� ����� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� � � �
hamming����co ��� ��� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��  � �
hamming�����co ��� �
��� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��� ���
johnson�����co � ��� � � � � � � � � � �
johnson������co �� ��� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� � � �
johnson������co �� ���� � � � � � � � � � �
johnson�����co �
� ����� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��  �

Table 	� Results of ten runs of each heuristic on the �rst set of �� graphs�
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graph max overall average size average time

name jV j jEj � h�� h� h� h�� h� h� h�� h� h�
keller��co ��� ���� �� � �� �� � �� �� � � ��
keller��co ��� ����� � �� � � �� � � ��� �
� ����
p�hat������co ��� ��
�� � � � � � � �  �
 ��
p�hat�����co ��� 
 � � � � � � � �  ��
p�hat������co ��� ����� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� � �� ��
p�hat������co ��� 
���� 
 
 
 
 � 
 
 �� �� �

p�hat�����co ��� ����� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� � �� ���
p�hat������co ��� ��
�� �� �� �� �� �� �
 �� � �� ���
p�hat������co ��� ������ �� 
 �� �� � 
 �� � ��
 ����
p�hat�����co ��� �
 �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �
� ���
p�hat������co ��� ����� �� �� � � �� � � �� ��� ��
p�hat�������co ���� ����� �� 
 �� �� 
 
 �� �� ��� ����
p�hat������co ���� ����� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �

 ���
p�hat�������co ���� ����� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� � ��� ����
p�hat�������co ���� ��
�� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� ���
p�hat������co ���� ���
� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��� ���� ��
�
p�hat�������co ���� ����� �� 
� 
� 
� 
� 
� 
� �� ���� �
��
san���������co �� �
�� �� �� �� �� �� � �� � � 
san��������co �� �
�� �� � �� �� � �� �� �  �
san�����
���co �� �

� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� � � �
san�����
��co �� �

� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� � � �
san�����
���co �� �

� �� �� �� �� �
 �� �� � � �
san����������co ��� �

�� �� � 
 �� � � �� ��  ��
san����������co ��� �
�� �� � �� �� �
  �� � � ��
san���������co ��� �
�� �� �� �
 �� �� �� �� � �� ��
san����������co ��� �
��  � ��  � �� �� � ��� 
�
san������
���co ��� �
�� ��� � ��� ��� � ��� ��� �  
san�����co ���� �
��� �� � 
 �� � � 
 �
� ���� ��
�
sanr�������co �� ��� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� � � ��
sanr�����
�co �� ��� �� �� � � �� �� � � � �
sanr��������co ��� �
��� �� � �� �� � � ��   ��
sanr��������co ��� �
�� �� � � � � � �  �� ��

Table �� Results of ten runs of each heuristic on the second set of �� graphs�

instance r����� r���� r����� r����� r�����
time ���� ���� ���� ���� �����

Table �� DIMACS processor speed benchmarks �in seconds�

	�

I I I I I I 



idea of maximum matchings in bipartite subgraphs of G� achieves the same size stable set as
our heuristic h�� on essentially all test instances�

In addition� as mentioned in the introduction� Benson and Ye 
	� have developed and
implemented a heuristic for �nding stable sets based on solving a dierent SDP relaxation
of the MSS problem� In their paper� they report the size of the best stable set found by
their heuristic on twelve of the graphs that are listed in Tables � and �� We remark that
our heuristic performed at least as well as theirs on all twelve instances� In particular� our
heuristic h�� found stable sets which matched theirs on nine of the twelve instances and
exceeded theirs on the remaining three �sanr�������� 	� versus 		� sanr�������� �� versus ���
brock����	� �	 versus 	���

� Final Remarks

In this paper� we have extended the path laid in 
�� by providing yet another example in
which low�rank� nonconvex formulations serve as e�cient tools for obtaining high�quality
approximate �and often exact� solutions to NP�hard combinatorial optimization problems�
As is the case in 
�� with the Max�Cut problem� our experimental results with the maximum
stable set problem indicate that the semide�nite program �	�� or its equivalents� is unlikely to
be an eective vehicle for �nding stable sets in the graph G because of the high computational
costs associated with solving such a semide�nite program� Instead� the rank�one and rank�
two formulations are more attractive alternatives for that task� We stress� however� that
the upper bound ��G� that �	� provides on ��G� can be highly valuable in its own right as
mentioned in the introduction�

It is worth noting that the ideas developed in this paper extend in a straightforward
manner to the maximum weight stable set problem� In particular� if each node i in the graph
G has an associated weight wi 
 �� then the problem of �nding a stable set with maximum
total weight on its nodes can be formulated as ��� and ��� by simply replacing the vector e
by the vector �

p
w�� � � � �

p
wn��

The formulations and heuristics detailed in this paper add novel techniques to those
already available for solving or approximating the MSS problem� We believe that these tech�
niques are of particular interest because they are among a handful of approaches based on
continuous formulations of the MSS problem� Nonetheless� there are still many interesting
avenues for further improvement� For example� can we devise a more e�cient local optimiza�
tion method than the augmented Lagrangian method� Can we obtain better heuristics by
combining the continuous heuristics with some discrete heuristics� Is it possible to escape
more reliably from the saddle points corresponding to sub�optimal stable sets� We believe
that these questions deserve further investigations�
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A Proof of Proposition ���

For notational convenience� we also let the variable Z collectively denote the variables in
�PV��� that is� Z represents �z�� � � � � zn�� and we let f�Z� denote the objective value at Z�
Our �rst result establishes some characteristics of every local maximum of �PV���

Lemma A�� Let #Z � �#z�� � � � � #zn� be a local maximum of �PV��� Then f� #Z� 
 �� and for
each k � 	� � � � � p� there exist #zak and #zbk� at least one of which is nonzero� such that #zi � #zak

for all i � Ak and #zj � #zbk for all j � Bk�

Proof� It is not di�cult to see that #f � f� #Z� 
 � since otherwise #Z would both be a local
maximum and a global minimum of �PV��� Using this fact� we proceed to prove the second
statement of the lemma�

We �rst show that� for each k � 	� � � � � p� there exist #zak and #zbk such that #zi � #zak for
all i � Ak and #zj � #zbk for all j � Bk � Note that this claim is obviously true when bk � �
since then ak � 	� So assume that bk 
 �� Since #Z is a local maximum� the point �#zi�i�Ck

is
a local maximum of the problem

max

��
�
������
X
i�Ck

zi � !z

������
�

� zi � zj � �i� j� � Ak � Bk�
X
i�Ck

kzik� � �

�	

 � ����

where Ck � Ak � Bk � !z �
P

i��Ck
#zi and � � 	 �Pi��Ck

k#zik�� We now examine ���� in the

three cases in which the span of f#zi � i � Akg is either zero�� one� or two�dimensional�
If the span is zero�dimensional� then #zi � � for all i � Ak� in which case �#zj�j�Bk

is a
local maximum of the problem

max

��
�
������
X
j�Bk

zj � !z

������
�

�
X
j�Bk

kzjk� � �

�	

 � ����

Analyzing the �rst�order necessary conditions of ���� at �#zj�j�Bk
� we see that there exists

� � � such that
P

j�Bk
#zj � !z � �#zj for all j � Bk � Suppose that � � �� Then it must be the

case that
P

j�Bk
#zj� !z � �� in which case the objective value of ���� is �� but this contradicts

the fact that #f 
 �� Hence� � 
� � from which it follows from the �rst�order conditions that
#zj is constant over j � Bk �

If the span is two�dimensional� then #zj � � for all j � Bk � Hence� a similar argument as
in the zero�dimensional case shows that #zi is constant over all i � Ak�

If the span is one�dimensional� then there exist perpendicular unit vectors wa� wb � ��

and scalars #�i for all i � Ck such that #zi � #�iwa for all i � Ak and #zj � #�jwb for all j � Bk�
It then follows that �#�i�i�Ck

is a local maximum of the problem that originates from ����
by adding the extra constraints zi � �iw

a for all i � Ak and zj � �jw
b for all j � Bk � or

equivalently� the following maximization problem whose variables are ��i�i�Ck
�

max

��
�
������
X
i�Ak

�iw
a �

X
j�Bk

�jw
b � !z

������
�

�
X
i�Ak

��i �
X
j�Bk

��j � �

�	

 � ��	�

��



Analyzing the �rst�order necessary conditions of the above maximization� we see that there
exists � � � such that

�wa�T

�
�X

i�Ak

#�iw
a �

X
j�Bk

#�jw
b � !z

�
A � �#�i � i � Ak�

�
wb
�T ��X

i�Ak

#�iw
a �

X
j�Bk

#�jw
b � !z

�
A � �#�j � j � Bk �

Suppose � � �� Then the vector
P

i�Ak
#�iw

a �
P

j�Bk
#�jw

b � !z is perpendicular to both wa

and wb� Since wa and wb are themselves perpendicular nonzero vectors in ��� it follows thatP
i�Ak

#�iw
a �

P
j�Bk

#�jw
b � !z � � in which case the objective value of ��	� at �#�i�i�Ck

is ��

This contradicts the fact that #f 
 �� and so we conclude in fact that � 
� � from which it
easily follows that #�i is constant over i � Ak and #�j is constant over j � Bk�

Hence� in each of the three cases pertaining to the assumption that bk 
 �� we have shown
that #zi is constant over i � Ak and #zj is constant over j � Bk � and so the �rst claim above
follows�

We now show the claim that for all k � 	� � � � � p� at least one of the vectors #zak or #zbk is
nonzero� Assume for contradiction that #zal � #zbl � � for some l � f	� � � � � pg� De�ne

u �
X
k ��l

�ak#z
ak � bk#z

bk� ����

and note that #f � f� #Z� � kuk�� Let r be a unit�length vector such that u � kukr and de�ne
the path Z � 
�� 	�

p
al�� ��n whose two�dimensional vector components are�

zi�t� �

�
tr� if i � Al

�� if i � Bl
� zi�t� �

� p
	� alt� #zak � if i � Ak � k 
� lp
	� alt� #zbk � if i � Bk� k 
� l�

Using the fact that #zi � � for all i � Cl� and hence that
P

i��Cl
k#zik� � 	� and the above

relations� we see by means of a simple veri�cation that Z�t� is feasible for all t � 
�� 	�
p
al��

Also�

f�Z�t�� �

�����
pX

k��

�
akz

ak�t� � bkz
bk�t�

������
�

�

������
p
	� alt�

X
k ��l

�
ak#z

ak � bk#z
bk
�
� altr

������
�

�
���p	� alt� u� altr

���� �
���p	� alt� kukr� altr

����
�

�q
�	� alt�� #f � alt

��

�

��



A simple calculation reveals that the derivative of f�Z�t�� is positive for all t � ��� 	�
p

#f � al��
This implies that #Z � Z��� is not a local maximum of ����� which gives the required contra�
diction�

In view of the above lemma� when we identify zi with i � Ak �respectively� i � Bk� with a
single variable zak �respectively� zbk�� any local maximum of problem �PV�� becomes a local
maximum of the following problem

maximize g�Zab� �
�����

pX
k��

�
akz

ak � bkz
bk
������

�

subject to

pX
k��

�
akkzakk� � bkkzbkk�

�
� 	� ����

zak � zbk� � k � 	� � � � � p�

whose variables are Zab � �za�� zb�� � � � � zap� zbp��

Lemma A�� Let Zab � �za�� zb�� � � � � zap� zbp� � ��p be a point such that for all k � 	� � � � � p�

zak � zbk � �kw� zak � zbk � ����

ak 
 bk �� #zak � � or #zbk � �� ����

where w � �� is a vector of unit length and ��� � � � � �p are scalars� Let

K � K�Zab� � fk � ak 
 bk� #z
bk 
� �g� �� �

Then�

pX
i��

�akz
ak � bkz

bk� �

�X
k��K

�kak �
X
k�K

�kbk

�
w� ����

g�Zab� �

�X
k��K

�kak �
X
k�K

�kbk

��

� ����

Moreover� Zab is a feasible solution for problem �		� if and only ifX
k��K

ak�
�
k �

X
k�K

bk�
�
k � 	�

Proof� Using ����� ���� and the de�nition of K� it is easy to see that for all k � 	 � � � � p�

akkzakk� � bkkzbkk� �

�
akkzak � zbkk�� if k �� K�
bkkzak � zbkk�� if k � K�

akz
ak � bkz

bk �

�
ak�zak � zbk�� if k �� K�
bk�z

ak � zbk�� if k � K�

��

• 



Hence� we have

pX
i��

akkzakk� � bkkzbkk� �
X
k��K

akkzak � zbkk� �
X
k�K

bkkzak � zbkk�

�
X
k��K

akk�kwk� �
X
k�K

bkk�kwk�

�
X
k��K

ak�
�
k �

X
k�K

bk�
�
k

and

pX
i��

�akz
ak � bkz

bk� �
X
k��K

ak�z
ak � zbk� �

X
k�K

bk�z
ak � zbk� �

�X
k��K

ak�k �
X
k�K

bk�k

�
w�

The expression for g�Zab� and the if and only if statement of the lemma now follow immedi�
ately from these two identities�

Now we give the proof of Proposition ����

Proof� Let #Z � �#z�� � � � � #zn� be a local maximum of �PV��� We will show that #f � f� #Z� �
a� � � � � � ap� from which the proposition immediately follows due to Lemma ���� De�ne
the point #Zab � �#za�� #zb�� � � � � #zap� #zbp� whose two�dimensional vector components satisfy the
conditions of Lemma A�	� Using the fact that #Z is a local maximum of �PV��� one can easily
verify that #Zab is a local maximum of problem ����� Now de�ne #u � Pp

k��


ak#zak � bk#zbk

�
and note that #f � g� #Zab� � k#uk�� The �rst�order optimality conditions that hold at #Zab are�

ak#u � �akz
ak � �kz

bk � ����

bk#u � �bkz
bk � �kz

ak� ����

for all k � 	� � � � � p� where �� ��� � � � � �p � � are the Lagrange multipliers� �The constraint
quali�cation that the gradients of the constraints of ���� at the point #Zab are linearly inde�
pendent can be easily veri�ed�� By taking the dot product of ���� and ���� with #zak and #zbk�
respectively� then adding the two resultant equations� and �nally summing all such equations
over the index k� we easily obtain that � � #f � Hence� in what follows� we replace � by #f �
Now multiplying ���� by bk and ���� by ak� and subtracting the two resulting equations� we
obtain

#fakbk
�
#zak � #zbk

�
� �k

�
ak #z

ak � bk#z
bk
�
�

Taking the dot product of the last equation with #zak and #zbk� and using the fact that #zak � #zbk�
we obtain respectively that

ak�bk #f � �k�k#zakk� � �� ��	�

bk�ak #f � �k�k#zbkk� � �� ����

By Lemma A�	� we know that for all k � 	� � � � � p� at least one of the vectors #zak and #zbk is
nonzero� If #zak 
� � then by ��	� we have �k � bk #f � which together with ���� implies that

��
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#zak � #zbk � #u� #f � In a similar manner� using ���� and ���� we conclude that if #zbk 
� � and
bk 
 � then we have �k � ak #f and #zak � #zbk � #u� #f � These two observations clearly imply
that for all k � 	� � � � � p� we have

#zak � #zbk �
	
#f���

#u

k#uk �

ak 
 bk 
 � �� either #zak � � or #zbk � ��

Therefore� letting #K � fk � ak 
 bk 
 �� #zkb 
� �g� it follows from Lemma A�� with �k � #f����

for all k � 	� � � � � p that

#f �
X
k��K

ak �
X
k�K

bk� ����

To conclude the proof of the proposition� it remains to show that K � �� Indeed� assume
for contradiction that K 
� � and note that in this case #f � a� Consider the point !Zab �
�!za�� !zb�� � � � � !zap� !zbp� de�ned as

!zak �

�
� #f�a����Q#zak� if k �� K
�a #f�����Q#u� if k � K � !zbk �

�
� #f�a����Q#zbk� if k �� K

�� if k � K �

where Q � ���� is de�ned as

Q �
�

� �	
	 �

�
�

It is a simple veri�cation to see that� for all k � 	� � � � � p� we have !zak � !zbk and !zak � !zbk �
w�
p
a� where w is the unit length vector w � Q#u�kQ#uk � Q#u� #f���� Moreover� we have that

!K � K� !Zab� � f	� � � � � pg� and so it follows that !Zab is a feasible solution of ����� Using all
these facts along with Lemma A��� we conclude that g� !Zab� � a� Consider now the path
Zab � 
�� 	�� ��p de�ned as

Zab�t� � ��t�
h
�	� t� #Zab � t !Zab

i
for all t � 
�� 	�� where ��t� � 
�	� t��� t������� We claim that Zab�t� is feasible for problem
���� for all t � 
�� 	�� Indeed� writing Zab�t� � �za��t�� zb��t�� � � � � zap�t�� zbp�t�� and noting
that !zak � !zbk for all k � 	� � � � � p� we have for every k �� K that

�
zak�t�

�T
zbk�t� � ��t��

�
�	� t�#zak � t!zak

�T �
�	� t�#zbk � t!zbk

�
� ��t��t�	� t�

��
#zak
�T

!zbk �
�
!zak
�T

#zbk
�

� ��t��t�	� t�

� #f

a

�����
#zak
�T 

Q�QT
�
#zbk � ��

since Q � QT � �� Noting that #zbk � #u� #f for k � K and using the relation #uTQ#u � ��
we easily see that the above inner product is also zero when k � K� Hence� it follows that

� 

--- ---



zak�t� � zbk�t� for all t � 
�� 	�� We also have

pX
k��

�
akkzak�t�k� � bkkzbk�t�k�

�

� ��t��
pX

k��

�
akk�	� t�#zak � t!zakk� � bkk�	� t�#zbk � t!zbkk�

�

� ��t��
pX

k��

�
ak

h
�	� t��k#zakk� � t�k!zakk�

i
� bk

h
�	� t��k#zbkk� � t�k!zbkk�

i�

� ��t��

�
�	� t��

pX
k��

�
akk#zakk� � bkk#zbkk�

�
� t�

pX
k��

�
akk!zakk� � bkk!zbkk�

��

� ��t��
�
�	� t�� � t�

�
� 	�

We have thus established the feasibility of Zab�t� for all t � 
�� 	�� We now claim that g�Zab�t��
is a strictly increasing function of t � 
�� 	�� Note that this claim implies that #Zab � Zab��� is
not a local maximum of ����� thereby giving the desired contradiction� To prove the claim�
note that

g�Zab�t�� �

�����
pX

k��

�
akz

ak�t� � bkz
bk�t�

������
�

� ��t��

�����
pX

k��

�
ak

�
�	� t�#zak � t!zak

�
� bk

�
�	� t�#zbk � t!zbk

�������
�

� ��t��

������	� t�

pX
k��

�
ak#z

ak � bk#z
bk
�
� t

pX
k��

�
ak !z

ak � bk!z
bk
������

�

� ��t��

�
��	� t��

�����
pX

k��

�
ak#z

ak � bk#z
bk
������

�

� t�

�����
pX

k��

�
ak!z

ak � bk!z
bk
������

�
�
�

�
�	� t�� #f � t�a

�	� t�� � t�
�

The fourth equality follows from the orthogonality between the vectors
Pp

k��


ak#zak � bk#zbk

�
and

Pp
k��


ak!z

ak � bk!z
bk
�
� which is guaranteed by Lemma A�� and the fact that #u is orthog�

onal to Q#u�

��
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B An Example

We provide an example in which �x� y� is a local maximum in ��� but the induced stable set
A is not maximal in G� Consider the example having V � f	� �� �� �� ��  � �� �g and

E � f�	� ��� �	� ��� �	� ��� ���  �� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���  �� ��� ��g�
i�e�� G is the following graph�

4

1 82

7 5

6

3

Let w � �� be any vector of unit length� and consider any feasible �x� y� satisfying

�x�� y�� � �x�� y�� � �x
� y
� � �x�� y�� �
	p
�
w�

�x�� y�� � �x� y� � �x�� y�� � �x�� y�� � ��

and the following� �i� none of xi� yi� i � 	� �� �� �� is zero� and �ii� xiyj 
� xjyi for all non�edges
�i� j� in the collection �	� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� �	� ��� For example� one could take w � �	�

p
�� 	�

p
��

and

�x�� y�� �

�
	

�
�
	

�
� 	

�
p
�

�
� �x�� y�� �

�
	

�
�
	

�
�

	

�
p
�

�
�

�x
� y
� �

�
	

�
�

	

�
p
�
�
	

�

�
� �x�� y�� �

�
	

�
� 	

�
p
�
�
	

�

�
�

In such a case� it can be easily seen that f�x� y� � �� In addition� V� � f��  � �� �g� which
implies p � �� A� � f	g� B� � f�g� A� � f�g and B� � f�g�

By continuity� any nearby feasible point �!x� !y� satis�es the following� �a� none of !xi� !yi� i �
	� �� �� �� is zero� and �b� !xi!yj 
� !xj !yi for all non�edges �i� j� in the collection �	� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���
and �	� ��� In fact� because of items �a� and �b� as well as the orthogonality constraints on the
edges in the set E n f�	� ��� ��� ��g� it is straightforward to see that �!x�� !y��� �!x� !y�� �!x�� !y��
and �!x�� !y�� must all equal �� Thus� �!x� !y� gives rise to the same set V� as �x� y�� and so
f�!x� !y� � jA�j � jA�j � �� This implies that f�!x� !y� � f�x� y� for all nearby feasible points
�!x� !y�� We conclude that �x� y� is a local maximum� Even though �x� y� is a local maximum�
however� its induced stable set A � A��A� is not maximal in G� In fact� none of its alternate
induced stable sets � A� � A�� A� �B�� B� �A� or B� �B� � are maximal�

��


